Repeated intratracheal challenge with particulate antigen modulates murine lung cytokines.
When lungs of experimental animals are repeatedly challenged with Ag, pulmonary inflammation wanes via unknown mechanisms. We hypothesized that changes in the balance of lung cytokines are responsible for immune down-regulation to repeated Ag challenge. We used intratracheal (IT) challenge of primed C57BL/6 mice with SRBC and on various days after single (1IT) or triple (3IT) challenge counted lung inflammatory cells and measured whole-lung cytokine mRNA and protein concentrations using RT-PCR and ELISA. We found that lung lymphocyte numbers and parenchymal lung inflammation decreased significantly at days 6 and 9 after final Ag challenge in 3IT mice compared with 1IT mice. Lungs of 3IT mice showed the following changes in relative mRNA expression: an earlier peak in IL-10, decreased IL-1beta, and a change from a Th2 response in 1IT mice to a Th1 response in 3IT mice (with pronounced increases in IL-12, IL-18, and IFN-gamma and decreased IL-4, IL-13, and IL-5). Similar types of changes were seen in whole-lung protein concentrations for TNF-alpha, IL-10, IL-12 p40, IFN-gamma, and IL-4. Additionally, mRNA expression of the endothelial selectins CD62E and CD62P decreased and lung lymphocyte apoptosis increased in the 3IT group. Thus, physiologic down-regulation of the pulmonary immune response to repeated Ag exposure is characterized by increased anti- and decreased proinflammatory cytokines that accompanies Th1 polarization. Similar mechanisms may act to minimize chronic lung inflammation in the majority of normal humans who do not develop progressive lung pathology when repeatedly exposed to inhaled or aspirated environmental Ags.